TRAVELLING AND HOLIDAYS
Nouns
Culture shock
(seaside) resorts
(famous/historic)Landmark
(small/large)Budget
Accommodation
Destination
Eco-tourism
(modern/poor)Facilities
Itinerary
Package holidays
Luggage
Tourist (destination)
Trip

Adjectives
Adventurous
( to be/feel)homesick
Breath-taking (views)
Cosmopolitan
Luxurious
Peaceful
Picturesque
Remote
Traditional

Verbs
Go on holiday
Sightsee
Relax
Rest
(go for a )Stroll
( to do/make a)Tour
Visit

SPEEDQUESTIONING .
Rules of a speed dating event. Some students remain seated during the whole
event ( in real speed dating, women remain seated). When the bell rings ,
students sit across another student and they use their questions to start a
conversation . They need to keep on talking for 3 minutes. Then a bell rings
and “men” need to stand up and move to their right to start a new
conversation and the whole process is repeated again.

STUDENT A’s QUESTIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Do you travel much within your country?
What's the worst place you've been to?
What are your favourite types of holidays?
Have you ever been in a difficult situation while traveling?
Have you travelled outside your country?
What countries would you like to visit? Why?
Would you go on a package tour
Where type of accommodation do you like to stay in when you travel,
for example, hotel, tent, apartment?
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STUDENT B’s QUESTIONS
1. What's the best place you've ever been to?
2. Have you ever travelled on your own?
3. Do you prefer to visit another country or travel within your own
country?
4. What are the advantages and disadvantages of tourism?
5. Do you like camping holidays?
6. Do you prefer active or relaxing holidays? Why?
7. Can you think of any bad things about travelling?
8. Are there any countries that you would never like to visit? Why?

